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Abstract: - This paper is based on the recognition of hidden objects which is embedded in colormaps generated by using 
special programs in terahertz video surveillance systems. Terahertz imaging is popular because of its capability to see through 

opaque objects.  So, this imaging technique can be used in the detection of hidden objects, medical diagnosis, and many other 

real-life applications. This paper has two significant contributions: firstly, how to detect hidden objects in colormaps, and 

secondly to diagnose which colormap gives the best detection results. We shall involve a deep learning framework that utilizes 
Resnet-50, to detect hidden objects concealed within the color maps of terahertz images. Secondly, we have proposed a method 

for inspecting purple, grey, inverted cool, and grey+skeleton colormaps using a deep learning framework and concluded 

which colormap detects the hidden object most robustly. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

Terahertz  imaging  is  significant  because  it  enhances  any  organization’s  security  system.  They 

are advantageous because they can help detect malicious persons who have hidden dangerous objects 

under their clothing. The terahertz video surveillance dataset we use in this work is a new dataset [1]. The 

novelty of our dataset is that it is combined with a 3D video that allows one to understand what 

parts of the terahertz image belong to the human body, and we have extracted these parts automatically 

using a program written in Actor Prolog. Although researchers worldwide have already created several 

versions of the terahertz video imaging dataset, specific works on object detection using the terahertz 

imaging dataset are still to be explored. This paper has a clear goal. We have generated special diagrams 

(colored images) from the terahertz images generated by the terahertz video datasets and used them to 

detect hidden dangerous objects. For detection, we have used Resnet-50 as a tool and chalked out a 

hypothesis as to the objects of which colormaps the neural network detects the best. Also, we have tried to 

find out which colored image the neural network failed to identify and why. 

2. MAIN OBJECTIVES 

Terahertz imaging is still not used for real-life applications due to the following main reasons: 

1. Terahertz cameras for data acquisition are too costly. 

2. It is also difficult to carry terahertz cameras for capturing outdoor subjects/objects because they are bulky and 

too slow, making them impractical for real-life applications.  This is because modern terahertz cameras use 

mechanical scanning systems (with rotating metallic mirrors, etc.). Everything will change when a new 

generation of terahertz cameras is created based on matrix terahertz detectors. 

The main problem is that manual inspections of people are tougher methods for preventing terrorist attacks. Let 

us consider a manual inspection method. In the case of a conference, there are huge gatherings of people all 

around the place where the conference is being organized. Suppose we employ manual inspection; huge crowds 

will be stuck in a 

queue because the person in charge will have to check each person individually. Manual inspection allows 

people to be checked inside a conference room where a social event is organized. We have to check everyone 

who is coming inside the conference room. We have to control all the doors of the conference room. The main 

problem is that a huge crowd will be created because of the restrictions on people’s movement. So, if terrorist 

attacks occur, many people will fall prey to them.  
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A possible solution is using terahertz video surveillance for the preliminary fast check of the people. This video 

surveillance system could help to detect terrorists far away from the place where they are being manually 

checked. Let us consider an outdoor scenario. Mostly during festivals, there are huge gatherings. In this case, a 

terahertz video surveillance system will also enable us to detect terrorists from far away. “Far away” is from 

where the density of the crowd is high, thus ensuring the safety and security of the general public as a whole. 

Fig 1 shows the manual inspection by a vigilance officer at an ongoing conference. It is clear from Fig-1 that the 

manual inspection is weak enough to control large crowds who have come together at an event. So, a 

surveillance system should be employed since this is a question of public security. Fig 2 shows the automatic 

inspection using the terahertz camera to manage a large crowd and determine who the terrorist is. Now, the 

question is, can the intruder be located from far off only using a terahertz camera? The answer is that, three 

policemen need to control the large crowd assembled to attend a conference. The policeman with a stick 

controls people’s entry inside the hall. The policeman with the terahertz camera watches if any suspicious 

person is in the crowd. The third policeman is standing at one side of the hall with the ‘safe’ sequence of 36 

people to be allowed inside the conference room after a manual check. 

 
Fig . 1. Manual inspection is practically impossible for tracking who the terrorist is. The manual inspection system cannot handle large 

crowds of people. 

 
Fig.  2. The terahertz inspection can supplement the manual inspection and safe people from sudden attacks during the manual inspection* 

 

 

              2.1   PROPOSAL TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF TERAHERTZ IMAGING 

In this paper, our major contribution is to solve the problem of detecting dangerous hidden objects using a 

terahertz video surveillance system. Manual detection is not impossible, but quite cumbersome to detect a 

malicious person who is hiding any dangerous object under his/her clothing. Also, using this system, a person 
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may not allow him/her to be checked manually. This is a problem existing in many countries. But this problem 

could be well tackled using a terahertz video surveillance camera. We propose to capture the images of people 

in the real-time system using this camera. We plan to employ the terahertz camera to capture live images of 

individuals. The only possibility to detect an intruder in the system is using this camera. 

3.  RELATED WORKS 
 

Terahertz (THz) technology is now a widespread application, particularly due to its ability to detect hidden 

objects. It is used not only for object detection but also in the biomedical domain. The advantage of terahertz 

image capturing is that it is fast enough and ensures accurate capturing technology. First, let us discuss a brief 

history of terahertz imaging [2, 3]: 

• In 1960, terahertz imaging was first generated.  

• In 1995, the THz image was first generated using time-domain spectroscopy. 

• In 2002, the first terahertz of a hand was generated by ESA(European Space Agency) 

• In 2004, ThruVision Ltd demonstrated the first THz camera successfully capturing guns hidden under 

clothing.  

• In mid-2007, scientists at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory, and 

collaborators in Turkey and Japan, announced the creation of a device that can lead to a portable battery source 

of T waves. Ulrich Welp of Argonne’s Materials Science Division led this group.  

• In 2008, at Harvard University several hundred nanowatts of terahertz radiation was emitted.  

• In 2009, it was proved that T waves are not polarized. The observed spectrum peaked at 2 THz and a 

broader peak was at 18 THz. The radiation was not polarized.  

• In 2011, Rohm and a research team at Osaka University produced a terahertz emission of  1.5Gbit/s. 

• In 2013, Georgia Institute of Technology’s Broadband Wireless Networking Laboratory and the 

Polytechnic University of Catalonia developed graphene antenna that would broadcast terahertz frequencies. 

The range of frequencies was 10 to 100 nanometers wide and one micrometer long. 

Several experiments on terahertz imaging have been conducted by the research team at IRE RAS [4], where 

they have used a terahertz camera to design a video surveillance system. In one of their works [5], they created 

methods and software tools for the automatic analysis of video images in the terahertz frequency range. Several 

notable works in the development of superconducting integrated receivers for radio astronomy and atmospheric 

monitoring have already been done(http://www.cplire.ru/html/lab234/publications.htm), and the research group 

at IRE RAS has contributed to terahertz imaging [6] domain. 

This section presents a survey on hidden object detection in the field of terahertz imaging. Fig 3 shows the 

various types of terahertz imaging techniques.  

Terahertz imaging can be of three types namely active, passive, and hybrid. The works performed in these three 

categories can be subdivided into four broad categories in which maximum work has been done. These are: 

(a) Harmless object detection 

(b) Multi-object resolution-based object detection 

(c) Deep learning-based object detection and  

(d) Mining-based object detection.  

 

One of the limitations is that the hybrid model is not fully explored. Nowadays, hybrid models are being 

proposed for very fast acquisition of terahertz imaging, but how they will perform to detect hidden objects is 

still unknown.  

 
Fig.  3.  Diagram depicting the categories of terahertz imaging. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/terahertz
http://www.cplire.ru/html/lab234/publications.htm
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The main difference between active and passive methods is that an active system radiates electromagnetic waves 

that are considered safe for the people but nobody knows whether using these devices in real life is safe or not. 

This is a similar problem with smartphones. The main disadvantage of an active system is that, they do not 

support long-distance traversal due to their absorption by atmospheric water vapor. Passive systems also have 

their disadvantages. For instance, they cannot detect objects if not in front of the human body. Also, passive 

systems do not possess the large dynamic range of active systems. 

 
Ref 

(Author, 
year) 

Active/passive/hybrid 
imaging 

Details of dataset Detection rate 

Kowalski et. 

al.[7], 2013 
Active Fusion of THz and VIS 

Images 
NA 

 
Liang et 
al.[8],  
 
2021 
 

Active 
 

 
11 classes of  
 
objects 
 

 
 
RetinaNet          91.46% 

YOLOv4 84.49% 

FRCN-OHEM 83.86% 
 
Xiao et 
al.[9], 2018 
 

 
Active 
 

The SUN data set 

contains 397 class 

scenarios. The MS 
COCO dataset has 6 to 7 
targets per image. 

 
 
Faster R-CNN 77.3% 

R-FCN 78.4% 
Optimized 

Faster R-CNN 
79.4% 

R-PCNN 84.5% 

Zhang et 

al.[10], 2018 

Active 5 sets of objects Using CNN, an accuracy of    96.98% 

was achieved. 

Li et al.[11], 

2021 

Active 1347 hidden objects RetinaNet  91.46% 

Qi et al.[12], 

2015 

Active A 330 GHz active 

terahertz imaging 

system was developed. 

NA NA 

Stroescu et 

al.[13], 

2019 

Active 2442 different images of   

the six roadside targets 

The highest accuracy of 98.78% on the 

testing dataset was achieved. 

Danso et. al 

[14], 2022 

Active 329 images The YOLOv5-fpn detector recorded the 

highest accuracy of 99.4%. 

Kowalski et. 

al. [15], 

2015 

Passive Three types of objects 

were used: a plastic pistol, 

a metal knife, and one 

type of clothing. 

The highest accuracy of 57.13% was 

attained using a technique based on the 

normalized pixel intensity of the object. 

Kowalski et. 

al. [16], 

2019 

Passive Various objects were 

used: plastic pistols, metal 

pistols, bombs, ceramic 

knives, metal 

knives, leather wallets, 

and mobile phones. 

The highest accuracy of 94% was 

attained using R-FCN. 

Garcia et al. 

[17], 2018 

Active + Passive Images obtained from 

each sensor were 

The final image provided a reduced 

cost compared to custom-made 
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combined using image 

                                                                                

fusion  

equipment’s. 

Table I. Literature Review 

The category ‘a’ deal with object detection systems using THz and VIS cameras. Category ‘b’ deal with multi-

object-based object detection. Category ‘c’ deal with deep learning-based object detection. Finally, category ‘d’ 

deal with data mining techniques for object detection.  

In the next section, we shall discuss each category ‘a-d’ one by one and their related works already performed. 

Let us first talk about active terahertz image acquisition. In [7], the author aimed to build a harmless system for 

screening individuals to detect hidden objects using THz and VIS cameras. The authors undertook various 

quantitative analyses based on a fusion of THz and VIS cameras using the SSIM index of THz fused images. 

The best result for the SSIM THz fused images using a ratio pyramid was 0.0347. The key feature of this system 

was that only terahertz images were not analyzed, but a fusion of terahertz and VIS images was analyzed.  

Table 1 shows a literature review of the existing work done in the field of terahertz imaging. Liang et al. [8] had 

captured a public dataset using an active terahertz imaging camera with a 5 by 5 mm resolution. There are four 

males and six females in this dataset. A total of 1349 objects in various modes have been captured. 

Experimental results show that the detection rate (DR) of RetinaNet was 91.46%. But the reason why some 

network detects some objects better is not explained here, which was a shortcoming.  

Xiao et al. [9] proposed a framework (R-PCNN) that combined pre-processing and a faster version of  R-CNN. 

The maximum detection rate was 84.5% and the detection time was less than 20 milliseconds. In [10], an 

improved detection method based on deep learning for terahertz image detection was invented. Based on that, 

the Terahertz Human Dataset and the Classification Dataset were established. Then, considering the similarity 

between terahertz and optical images, the authors proposed the classification method based on transfer learning 

of optical features. Here, the authors also proposed a segmentation method based on bounding slipping. The 

highest detection rate was 96.98%. 

Li et al. [11] devised a dataset for multi-object detection in active terahertz imaging. But, due to poor imaging 

quality, object detection was more difficult than public object detection datasets already available. The authors 

used  YOLOv3, YOLOv4, FRCN-OHEM, and RetinaNet on this dataset and experiments proved that RetinaNet 

achieved has the best detection rate.  

Qi et al. [12] deduced a 330 GHz active terahertz imaging system for hidden object detection. In this system, the 

rotation speed and the angle have been designed so that, using Delaunay triangulation, colormaps, and grey-

scale images have finally been obtained. Stroescu et al. [13], devised another active imaging application, where 

six different roadside targets in low THz radar were set up using convolutional neural networks. These were 

employed for radar imagery classification. This application was used for all weather sensing systems. Here, the 

highest accuracy of 98.78% on the testing dataset was achieved. However, the reason for the analysis of the 

colormaps is not known. 

In [14], the authors developed an effective active imaging system where BiFPN and YOLOv5 were used as deep 

learning tools. In this method, a maximum detection rate of 99.6% was recorded. 

Next, let us discuss passive image detection in the case of terahertz imaging. Kowalski et al. [15] worked on 

passive image detection based on metal objects covered with clothing. To investigate the time stability of 

detection, they performed measurements in sessions, each lasting for 30 mins. They have presented a theoretical 

comparison of two spectra and the results of experiments. The innovation in this work was that the author 

combined properties of imagers and radiation in the spectral ranges. This method achieved the highest detection 

rate of 57.13% using a detection based on Normalized pixel intensity. In [16], the authors presented another 

passive imaging system for the detection and recognition of concealed objects with various types of clothing by 

using passive imagers operating in a terahertz (THz) range at 1.2 mm (250 GHz) and an infrared (MWIR) 

wavelength of  3–6 μm (50–100 THz). During this study, a large dataset of images covered with various types of 

clothing has been collected. Those are implemented on the NVIDIA 1080-Ti graphical processing unit and are 

reported to process a maximum of 14 and 7 frames per second for YOLO3 and R-FCN, respectively. Another 

work was proposed in [17], where an active cum passive system using a depth-sensing camera was evolved. 

Here the system was simulated at the hardware and software levels. The resulting images of the sensors are 

combined using image fusion techniques, using an optical sensor to remove noise, highlighting the object in a 

subject’s body. In [18], a millimeter-wave imaging system was developed, especially for indoor applications. 

The authors showed that this system offers better visibility for concealed objects. The results demonstrate that 

multispectral illumination can reveal objects hidden by artifacts. The third form of imaging is hybrid imaging, 

which utilizes active and passive THz imaging to retrieve full information about the object. We use a passive 

THz camera, and our THz data was collected using the THERZ-7A industrial passive terahertz video 

surveillance system (Astrohn Technology Ltd) [19].  
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With respect to the existing works, in the field of terahertz imaging, we have proposed a novel approach to 

investigate different colormaps encapsulating hidden objects for Terahertz video surveillance using Deep 

learning using the statistical analysis of colormaps, which the above works have not dealt with. The major 

drawback of all the above systems was that each had devised new deep-learning frameworks to detect hidden 

objects. But, none of them have devised reasons why the neural network failed to detect certain objects and 

successfully detected others. This is an entirely new contribution that we have addressed here. In this paper, we 

have written special programs that output various colormaps obtained when terahertz images from our terahertz 

video surveillance system were given as input. These colormaps were used to detect dangerous hidden objects, 

which could be used to analyze real-time surveillance systems. This is probably an entirely new idea that has 

never been used before. 

     4.    IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS 

Our main contributions have been enlisted as follows. 

• First, we’ve experimented with four different colormaps embedding several objects, namely the purple, grey, 

inverted cool, and grey with skeleton colormaps generated by the passive THz camera, and have thus compared 

which colormap detects the hidden objects better.  

• Our main contribution is using special diagrams to review why some colormaps have given higher object 

detection results than others. 

• We have devised an economical technique to insert checkpoints to coach our network for a substantial time. 

This contribution is useful for people using online services to train their systems. Inserting checkpoints saves 

time and cost and is also useful for somebody who wants to train their systems for long hours. Most applications 

need substantial time to train their systems to get precise performance.  

Also, we have used several interesting image augmentation techniques to take care of the variability of our 

dataset, although the number of frames is huge in our present dataset. 

In this work, we propose a new scenario of using terahertz video surveillance. Unfortunately, we cannot 

experiment in the outdoor scene and show that it works, but we have shown how it can be used to analyze the 

colormaps of terahertz imaging for hidden object detection.  

5.  MATERIALS AND STRATEGIES  

This section discusses the acquisition of the THz dataset used for this work. The dataset contains videos of 

individuals with harmful and non-harmful objects hidden under their garments. A special platform is developed 

to accumulate and pre-process the video data [20] of our present terahertz system. The coding platform includes 

a translator of the Actor Prolog programming language to Java. 

The idea used in the paper is that we have researched the various colormaps, and then deduced which colormap 

is appropriate for object detection. In this respect, we have provided a mathematical analysis of the colormaps 

showing how the various objects are to be viewed using the various colormaps. Thus, we have provided a 

statistical description of the various colormaps and concluded that which colormap provides the best detection 

rate. 

• Stages of creation: 

In this section, we will discuss the steps of THz colormap dataset preparation. At first, the frames are extracted 

from the THz video surveillance dataset, which is given as input to the system. The assorted colormaps, namely 

the purple, grey, inverted cool, and grey with skeleton colormaps, are used from the terahertz images. These 

terahertz images are generated using special programs. Every frame contains the following information: 

1. THERZ-7A produces an integer matrix of size 110x180 with each element of 2 bytes. The operating spectral 

range of the camera is 0.23–0.27 THz. 

2. The present system produces an RGB image with a resolution of 576×704.  

3. A 3D array, namely a point cloud, is produced by the camera of the Kinect v2 device. The point cloud is a 

matrix that has a resolution of 512×424.  

4. RGB image is produced by Kinect v2 and consequently projected onto the 3D image. Thus, the 1920×1080 

initial resolution of Kinect v2 RGB images is decreased to 512×424 to save memory. 

5. A near-infrared image is produced by Kinect v2. The resolution is 512×424. 

6. Also, the images of 3D skeletons of people are detected by Kinect v2. 2D and 3D frames of point clouds of 

persons are detected in the videos. 

7. The thermal images of resolution 640×480 that the TE V1 thermal camera has produced are also detected. 

The data has been published on the website [20]. The data consists of video files of various persons, as shown in 

Fig 4. Fig 4 shows a subject with a harmful object hidden under her clothing. The figures in the middle show a 

subject with four different figure modes, the top left shows a 3D range image, the top right shows a terahertz, 

the bottom left shows a thermal image, and the bottom right shows an infrared image. However, the near-

infrared and thermal images are not used in our experiment. 
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(a) 

 

                                                                         (b)                                                            (c) 

                
Fig.  4. (a)Top-most diagram depicting the image acquisition process pertinent to terahertz imaging(top-left figure demonstrates a 3D image, 

top-right figure demonstrates a terahertz image with the object detected, bottom-left figure demonstrates a thermal image and bottom-right 

figure demonstrates a near-infrared image)(b) Terahertz image of a subject with the object detected (in pink color) (c) Terahertz image of the 

subject across a specific pose with object and skeletons detected 

We have used an additional software package called the Actor Prolog and an open-source library along with it. 

We downloaded it from the developer’s website [20]. Fig 5 shows the user interface of the 

Multimedia_3D_normalizer program, which was used to prepare the experimental dataset. 

 

 

Fig.  5. GUI for the Multimedia_3D_normalizer program showing the object termed as ‘AXE’ 
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The Multimedia_3D_normalizer is a program of multimodal data preparation and experimentation with machine 

learning tools. The idea is that several images are combined into one. A semantic fusion of the images is done 

here, which is important for successful training using any machine learning tools. In the schema of the video 

fusion, the coordinates of the person’s skeleton are recognized by the Kinect-2 device and those are used for 

correcting cloud position. Fig 5 shows the user interface when we executed this program on the Actor Prolog 

software platform. In Fig 5, we can see that there is a select button for selecting the terahertz video dataset. 

There are several buttons for selecting the “texture colormaps”. When the user clicks on the “Choose” button, a 

taskbar comes up to choose the video dataset, and the “play” button plays the video dataset, the “export” button 

exports the video dataset into a drive, the “stop” button stops playing the video dataset.  

After the Actor Prolog software had generated the colored images using the selected colormaps, we downloaded 

and saved them in our drive. To detect the objects in our colormaps, we have implemented the deep learning 

framework Resnet-50 [21] on this dataset. The architecture of Resnet-50 contains an extra layer added as the last 

layer. The last layer contains 2048 nodes.  Since our number of classes is seven, the output layer contains 7 

nodes. The problem is that the video file contains very similar frames when they are close to one another. 

Therefore, the data set’s variability is quite low despite the number of frames being big. Thus, we use data 

augmentation methods to increase the variability of the training data set. The following augmentation techniques 

have been applied both to the training and the test datasets namely: 

• Horizontal Flip. 

• Autocontrast. 

• AdjustSharpness. 

• Gaussian Blur. 

• RandomRotation about 15°. 

 5.1 Developing real-life terahertz images 

 

The above acquisition techniques were developed to be used under controlled situations. But real-life 

applications of terahertz imaging need to be studied in detail. First, while developing a real-life application 

using terahertz imaging, we need to capture images of people under uncontrolled conditions like festivals, 

conferences, and symposiums where gathering people is subsequently large in number. These are highly 

challenging jobs and demanding because we could easily trace the terrorists. The terahertz images can be much 

more complex than analyzing images acquired in our labs. There are many reasons for this i.e., some people use 

medical bondage because of problems with their health. These people will look like terrorists with bombs in a 

terahertz image. This fact must be considered during the preliminary inspection of people using terahertz 

cameras.  Another problem is that wet clothes do not penetrate the terahertz waves. Therefore, the terahertz 

camera will not be able to detect dangerous objects during the rain or immediately after the rain because the 

clothes are wet. People can use dangerous objects that were not considered in our experiments. They can place 

these objects in non-standard places not considered in our experiments.  

Moreover, passive terahertz imaging cannot detect objects placed in bags and suitcases.  We hope our results 

will stimulate progress toward real-life analysis of terahertz videos because our works will be optimized to 

tackle real-world video surveillance problems in the future. We have tried our best to use augmentation 

techniques very close to real life. Indeed, we have not encountered problems with wet clothes, because more 

experiments are necessary in the future. 

 

6.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Now, we shall demonstrate our major contributions in separate sections.  

6.1. Data Preparation  

 

Our main goal of the experiment is to check which colormaps are the most appropriate for the computer analysis 

of the THz video data that contains images of dangerous and prohibited objects. To demonstrate the validity of 

our approach, we have utilized four colormaps for training and testing a Resnet-50 network. These four 

colormaps are: 

· Grey colormap 

· Purple colormap 

· Grey colormap with skeleton 

· Inverted cool colormap 

The size of each of these datasets for the above colormaps is 328 x 7= 2296 because there are 328 instances of 

seven dangerous objects in each colormap. When these colored terahertz images are fed to the neural network, 

we have redefined a procedure that guarantees that the same random number vector separates the dataset to the 

training and validation datasets for different colormaps.  
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  6.2 Network Training  
 

After data preparation is over, the next stage is the training of the network. In this case, the same indices for the 

training and validation datasets for all the colormaps were applied, and the images were saved. Initially, these 

four colormaps are fed to the deep neural network. For training purposes, the colormaps were fed to our deep 

learning framework. In this case, we used the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of ‘1e-5’, and the 

weight_decay was set to 0. The colored images were computed using the colormaps. We have trained the neural 

network for 400 epochs using checkpoints. The experimental results associated with these colormaps are 

enlisted in Fig 6. 

 

Fig.   6. Detection rates by Resnet 50 (magenta color - Purple colormap (about 95%), black color – Grey colormap (about 75%), blue color - 

Grey+Skeleton colormap (about 40%), red color - Inverted Cool colormap (about 100%)) 

 

Using the Resnet-50 network, we achieved about 95% detection rate in the case of the purple colormap and 

100% in the case of the inverted cool colormap, whereas a detection rate of about 75% was obtained in the case 

of the grey colormap and the lowest detection rate of about 40% was obtained in case of grey with skeleton 

colormap. The dynamics of the training process depict that, in the case of the purple colormap, the detection rate 

increased steadily and attained a recognition rate of 95%. In the case of the grey colormap, initially, the neural 

network’s detection rate increased and then slowly decreased, which shows that the neural network is slow in 

detection. In the case of the grey+skeleton colormap, the detection rate is the lowest as it shows that the neural 

network is having great difficulty detecting the objects. For the “inverted cool” colormap, the neural network 

was slow initially but attained a 100% detection rate after 200 epochs. To explain the above results, we have 

created red, green, and blue diagrams, as shown in Fig 8, corresponding to each colormap, as shown in Fig 7. 

 

   
(a)                                                                (b)                                                                  (c)       

 
(d) 

 
Fig.  7.  Examples of terahertz images visualized using the colormaps: Purple colormap, Grey colormap, Inverted Cool colormap, and 

grey+skeleton colormap. 
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The algorithm for creating these special diagrams is depicted in Algorithm 1. 

   Algorithm 1 

Step 1: Select the colormap to be analyzed. 

Step 2: Read the image and input the R, G, and B channels in separate vectors. 

Step 3: The first figure will indicate the pixels that correspond to the range 0-0.5 of the intensity in the given 

color channel. 

Step 4:  The third figure will indicate the pixels that correspond to the range 0.5-1 of the intensity in the given 

color channel. 

 

 
Fig.  8. Diagrams depicting the Colormaps (intensity range 0-0.5), the Histogram corresponds to both the left and right colormaps, and the 

colormaps (0.5-1 intensity range). 

 

 

The confusion matrices in ‘Appendix A’ show the actual values vs. the predicted values for each colormap. We 

have seven classes of objects numbered 0 to 6. For the first colormap, the number of object ‘0’ instances are 

166. And it is truly detected as object 0(indicated by the number in the diagonal elements). The correctly 

detected object is depicted in the diagonal elements. The incorrectly detected object (false positive) is detected 

in a bold color in the same row as non-diagonal elements, e.g. in case of the first object ‘0’ the purple colormap 

and the grey+skeleton colormap have detected many instances of object ‘0’ incorrectly. Grey and inverted cool 

colormaps have shown far better performance in this case because the deep learning framework has detected all 

instances of the first object correctly. Finally, the worst performance is shown by the grey plus skeleton 

colormap because except objects ‘0’ and ‘1’, all other objects are falsely detected. And the best performance is 

recorded by an inverted cool colormap because almost all objects are correctly detected, as shown by the 

diagonal elements.  
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6.3 Data Augmentation  

For data preparation, we have used the image augmentation methods discussed above. 

After augmentation, the images look as shown in Fig 9. 

 

 
 

Fig.  9.  Final augmented images for the purple colormap. 

 

          6.4 Checkpointing Issues 

We have introduced the checkpoints to train the system and obtain favorable outputs. Checkpoints allow us to 

train the system for a substantial period. We have used the following algorithm termed as ‘save_checkpoint’ for 

saving the trained model using the checkpoints.  

 

Algorithm save_checkpoint 

 

Step 1: Declare the state of the model in a file with the extension ‘.pth’ 

Step 2: Now save the present state in the file ‘.pth’ 

End 

 

From the main body of the program, we need to call the save_checkpoint function as: 

 

If (epochs == 100) 

Call save_checkpoint (model.state_dict(),<file_path>) 

 

After 100 epochs, if the user wants to load the state, he will simply call: 

Call model.load_state_dict (<file_path>) 

 

6.5 Analysis of the results using the colormaps and diagrams  

 

Our last contribution is that we have used special diagrams described above to prove why some colormaps 

detect the objects much better than others. As an illustration, Fig 10 shows the various Red, Green, and Blue 

channels we have obtained for each colormap, namely the grey colormap, inverted cool colormap, 

grey+skeleton colormap, and purple colormap.  

Now, we shall analyze why the neural network detects a colormap better than the others.  Let us consider the 

inverted cool colormap first. Here, the red channel contains a pure image of the object, and the green channel 

contains an image of the object and the rectangle. Now, it will be very clear to somebody if he looks at the red 

channel of the inverted cool colormap, which only shows the target object without any other geometric figure, 

i.e., the rectangular border. The above logic holds for the purple colormap, also. The blue channel contains the 

object and has no rectangular border.  

Alternatively, in the case of the grey colormap, all three channels, namely red, green, and blue, contain the 

target object along with an additional geometric figure, so the neural network’s detection rate is lower than the 

above two. Additionally, in the case of the grey and skeleton-based colormap, the detection rate is the lowest. 

During the training process, we input some images to our deep learning framework. These images contain the 

target and, in some cases, rectangles and other objects. Therefore, we train the neural network to recognize the 

target object and ignore all the other objects. It is difficult for the neural network, to understand what we want to 

recognize when all images contain both target objects and rectangles. That is why the rectangles influence the 
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training process too much. Additionally, one of the reasons why the inverted cool colormap is better detected 

than the purple colormap is that most of the objects in the green channel of the purple colormap contain large 

holes, as shown in the last row of Figure 10, even though the best part is there are no added rectangles. This is 

one of the reasons why the inverted cool colormap detects images better than the purple colormap. 

 
                Fig.   10.  Analysis of the colormaps pertaining to the target objects (Grey colormap, inverted cool colormap, grey+skeleton 

colormap, and purple colormap). 

 

7. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  

 

In this section, we shall draw a brief comparison between the existing works performed on passive 

terahertz imaging and our present work. Here, we shall analyze how our present system outperforms 

the others. One of the main differences between the present work and existing works is that we have 

used different colormaps for the subjects. These colormaps will either enhance or degrade the 

appearance of the objects. We have a new gap that we have analyzed, which colormap could give better 

results in such cases, using deep learning framework. The main difference between our work and existing 

works is that we have addressed different problem statements. For instance, in [22], the researchers used 

the SSD algorithm; in [23], the YOLO3 and R-FCN algorithms were used; and in [24] the YOLOV5 

detector was used. In [25], the researchers have used YOLO-MSFG in various object scenes and 

attained higher detection rates.  

 

Maximum people distinguish the target objects using various deep learning techniques, but we have 

detected them without detecting their coordinates. In the present case, other researchers have tried to detect 

the coordinates of target objects (using the YOLO architecture). But our main idea was to analyze the 

colored images computed using the colormaps. Now, we shall discuss each of the above existing works 

individually. In [22], two objects, namely one dangerous and a non-dangerous object were detected using 

the SSD algorithm.  The work resulted in a detection rate of 99.94% in the case of the object gun and 

99.9% in the case of the object phone. In [23], the authors detected two objects, namely a gun and a knife, 

using the R-FCN algorithm resulting in a detection rate of 93% in the case of a knife and 92% in a gun. 

Target Object Red channel Green Channel Blue Channel 
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Data augmentation methods were used in this work. The authors in [24], used terahertz imaging for digital 

holography using YOLOv5 detector. The authors in [25] used YOLO-MSFG on various object scenes, and 

the highest accuracies obtained were 93.49% and 90.76% on single and multi-class objects. Here, two 

augmentation techniques, namely rotate and flip, were used. However, the authors in [26] worked on 3D 

object detection and reconstruction. Also, no augmentation techniques were used.  

Our present work surpassed all the previous works because, we have investigated which colormaps are 

better for solving the hidden object detection problem and why. In this work, Resnet-50 has been 

initialized with the deeply trained features of the colormaps and attained a maximum recognition rate of 

100%. In this work, we have experimented with colormaps which embed hidden objects. We used four 

colormaps, namely the purple, grey, grey+skeleton, and inverted cool colormap. The objects we have used 

have all been enlisted in Appendix ‘A.’  

  

8. CONCLUSION AND  FUTURE  SCOPE 

Our main idea in this paper was to investigate the objects of which colormaps is best detected by the neural 

network and why. In addition, we investigated which objects of the colormaps the neural network fails to 

identify and why. We have supported our hypothesis by the use of special kinds of diagrams developed to 

analyze the colormaps, which have helped us to explain the experimental results described in the paper. On 

one hand, when the highest detection rate of 100% is given by the inverted cool colormap, this fact 

supports our hypothesis; on the other hand, the bad results demonstrated by the Grey with skeleton dataset 

indicate that standard neural network architectures like Resnet50 cannot utilize additional information in 

the form of the skeletons to improve the detection rate; therefore special network architectures should be 

developed to utilize this additional information during the terahertz video surveillance. This can be a 

prospective research area in the future. 
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            Appendix A List of target objects used in our experiments 

Axe 2019-04-19-003-Axe-True-Standing-THz      

 

 

Bottle 2019-04-19-012-Bottle (Vodka)-True-Standing-THz  

 

AK 2019-04-19-019-AK-True-Standing-THz 

 

 

MeatKnife 2019-06-13-006-MeatKnife-True-Standing-THz 

 

TT 2019-06-13-008-TT-True-Standing-THz 

 

ShoulderHolster 2019-06-13-029-ShoulderHolster (TT)- 

True-Standing THz 

 

Tin 2019-06-17-010-Tin-True-Standing- 

THz 

 

Appendix B URLs of the data downloaded from the developer’s website 

URL OF WEBSITE:  https://www.fullvision.ru/monitoring/description_eng.php 

• 2019-04-19-003-Axe-True-Standing-THz (https://disk.yandex.com/d/ehn1E7v8lU5vhg) 

https://www.fullvision.ru/monitoring/description_eng.php
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• 2019-04-19-012-Bottle (Vodka)-True-Standing-THz 

(https://disk.yandex.com/d/C39UI2NGHg9AwA) 

• 2019-04-19-019-AK-True-Standing-THz(https://disk.yandex.com/d/XR4ibG0FJyDauA) 

• 2019-06-13-006-MeatKnife-True-Standing-THz(https://disk.yandex.com/d/tivKUP6_pnITQA) 

• 2019-06-13-008-TT-True-Standing-THz(https://disk.yandex.com/d/t-gXR5r94ldhLQ) 

• 2019-06-13-029-ShoulderHolster (TT)-True-Standing-THz 

(https://disk.yandex.com/d/Td1oNTqaOJmaeQ) 

• 2019-06-17-010-Tin-True-Standing-THz (https://disk.yandex.com/d/9CTBrHsNqyM7yQ) 

Appendix C Test Confusion Matrices for all the datasets 

 

Inverted cool colormap 

 Actual Values 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 V
a
lu

e
s 

166 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 175 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 146 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 165 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 158 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 164 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 168 

 

 

Grey+skeleton colormap 

 Actual Values 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 V
a
lu

e
s 

 

142 0 0 0 0 0 24 

0 144 0 0 0 0 31 

0 0 0 0 0 0 146 

0 0 0 0 0 0 161 

0 0 0 0 0 0 163 

0 0 0 0 0 0 164 

0 0 0 0 0 0 168 

 

Purple colormap 

 Actual Values 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 V
a
lu

e
s 

77 0 91 0 0 0 0 

0 108 0 2 0 67 0 

0 0 147 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 164 0 0 0 

https://disk.yandex.com/d/C39UI2NGHg9AwA
https://disk.yandex.com/d/9CTBrHsNqyM7yQ
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0 0 2 0 163 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 163 0 

0 0 9 6 0 0 199 

 

Grey colormap 

  

Actual Values 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 V
a
lu

e
s 

166 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 175 0 

0 0 38 0 0 108 0 

0 0 0 166 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 159 3 0 

0 0 0 0 0 164 0 

1 1 0 0 0 20 146 
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